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poster session 1
1

An exploration of ability and personality trait variables predicting goal-directed attention in visual search |
Molly R. McKinney, Heather A. Hansen, Jessica L. Irons, & Andrew B. Leber

3

Let’s rock categorical search: How exemplar repetition during category learning and category variability
influence search | Kory Scherer & Arryn Robbins

5

Not two, but three visual working memory representations simultaneously control attention | Michael King &
Brooke N. Macnamara

7

Spatial demands after target search interfere with contextual cueing | Lisa M. Heisterberg & Andrew B. Leber

9

Individual differences during a music-related visual search paradigm: Evidence from eye movements |
Kinnera S. Maturi & Heather Sheridan

11

Task demands increase priming from long-term memory in visual search | Geoffrey W. Harrison, Michelle
Blumberg, Jacob Wilde, Pelin Tan, & Daryl E. Wilson

13

The boundary conditions of Subsequent Search Misses (SSMs) in proofreading: Evidence from eye movements |
Eliza Barach, Leah Gloskey, & Heather Sheridan

15

The influence of object category and label acquisition on visual search performance | Maxim Morozov

17

Mechanisms of N2PC, N2PB, P2PC/PD, revealed from target-distractor interactions in upper vs lower hemifields |
Marie-Eve Picard, Brandi Lee Drisdelle, & Pierre Jolicoeur

19

The role of meaning in attentional guidance during free viewing of real-world scenes | Candace E. Peacock,
Taylor R. Hayes, & John M. Henderson

21

Temporal attention capture by portions of unconsciously processed familiar objects | Colin S. Flowers, Jordin L.
Wilson, & Mary A. Peterson

23

Context does not enhance memory-guided attentional capture | Lindsay Plater, Maria Giammarco, Chris
Fiacconi, & Naseem Al-Aidroos

25

The effect of auditory alerts on lapses of sustained attention | Anjum F. Shaikh,* Ashley C. Steinkrauss,* Erin M.
O’Brien Powers, & Jeff Moher (*Co-first-authorship)

27

“Spontaneous perspective taking" requires homunculean object recognition in an avatar | Geoff G. Cole,
Steven Samuel, & Madeline J. Eacott

29

Association between cue lead time and template-for-rejection effect | Tomoyuki Tanda & Jun Kawahara

31

Enhancement of color working memory in grapheme-color synesthetes | Lana Okubo, Kyuto Uno, & Kazuhiko
Yokosawa

33

Action effect induced by planning action | Seohee Han, Eunhee Ji, Eunhye Choe, Dogyun Kim, & Min-Shik Kim

35

Leveraging “big data” to examine the relationship between priming and response inhibition | Samoni Nag,
Stephen R. Mitroff, & Dwight J. Kravitz

37

Is reflexive attention deployed in a flat coordinate frame or at different depths? | Kyrie H. Murawski, Bradley P.
Wyble, & Ryan O’Donnell

39

Variability in the content of mind wandering is associated with intrinsic connectivity within the default network |
Effie J. Pereira, Lauri Gurguryan, Signy Sheldon, & Jelena Ristic

41

Using temporal order judgments and colour perception to dissociate inhibitory cueing effects | Ralph S.
Redden, Austin J. Hurst, & Raymond M. Klein

poster session 1
43

Effect of set size on ensemble perception of numerical value | Taylor D. Dague, Kassandra R. Lee, Kenith V.
Sobel, Christian P. Hopkins, & Amrita M. Puri

45

A vigilance-avoidance account of dual-stream emotion induced blindness | Mark Edwards, Matthew Proud, &
Stephanie C. Goodhew

47

Comparing performance on a temporal attention task when using an intense vs isointense signal | Colin R.
McCormick, Ralph S. Redden, & Raymond M. Klein

49

Semantic generalization of value-based attentional priority | Laurent Grégoire & Brian A. Anderson

51

Patterns of cognitive control and physiological change: Observing proactive and reactive control in heart rate
and respiration | Michelle A. Dollois, Mark J. Fenske, & Christopher M. Fiacconi

53

No volitional control over distractor interference in visual working memory | Blaire Dube, Alison Dodwell, &
Naseem Al-Aidroos

55

Submission withdrawn at the authors’ request.

57

Visual working memory resetting | Hyun Goo Park & Keisuke Fukuda

59

Reevaluating the sensory recruitment model of visual working memory using crowding anisotropy | Harun Yörük
& Benjamin J. Tamber-Rosenau

61

Cognitive flexibility in response-contingent task-switching | Ki Bbum Lee & Min-Shik Kim

63

Learning color-concept associations from co-occurrence statistics | Melissa A. Schoenlein & Karen B. Schloss

65

Modeling hemispheric asymmetry in categorical emotion perception | Myeongjin Lee & Min-Shik Kim

67

Submission withdrawn at the authors’ request.

69

Intended body action enhances rubber hand illusion | Ren Jiarong & Okubo Matia

71

What is lost in prosopagnosia: Can a prosopagnosic distinguish sheep? | Alexander R. Toftness & Eric E. Cooper

73

The acquisition and retention of perceptual expertise | Michaella Trites, Jose Barrios, Buyun Xu, James W.
Tanaka, & Stuart W.S. MacDonald

75

Sensitivity to luminance- and texture-defined stimuli from school-age to adulthood: A developmental
perspective | Margarita Miseros, Domenico Tullo, Jocelyn Faubert, & Armando Bertone

77

Ensemble perception during multiple object tracking | Reem Alzahabi & Matthew S. Cain

79

Visual word recognition as a means of addressing top-down feedback | Simon Kaplan & Dwight Kravitz

81

Submission withdrawn at the authors’ request.

83

Evidence for size-invariant polar representations of visual space | Sami R. Yousif & Frank C. Keil

poster session 2
2

Every search is awesome!: A pilot study using Lego to examine three-dimensional visual search |
Bryan Lee White, Hayward J. Godwin, Jessica Madrid, Colin Scarince, & Michael C. Hout

4

Learned oculomotor distractor avoidance in the face of strong target guidance: Both reactive and proactive
inhibition | Brad T. Stilwell & Shaun P. Vecera

6

Do you remember these distractors? Exploring the factors that influence the relationship between incidental
fixations and memory | Mark E. Lavelle, David Alonso, Roy Luria, & Trafton Drew

8

Recruiting from the shallow end of the pool: Cognitive performance and study compliance differ between
participant pool subjects from the start to the end of an academic term | Courtney Lee Porfido, Patrick H. Cox,
Stephen H. Adamo, & Stephen R. Mitroff

10

Expected task difficulty effects on visual search behavior during simple and real world search tasks |
Natalie A. Paquette & Joseph Schmidt

12

Open the window: Passive search strategies lead to broader attentional distribution during single target and
hybrid visual search | Jessica Madrid & Michael C. Hout

14

An electrophysiological investigation of intertrial priming in visual search | Adam C. Vilanova-Goldstein &
Carly J. Leonard

16

The impact of experience-dependent attentional guidance on continuous feature reports |
William Narhi-Martinez, Jiageng Chen, & Julie Golomb

18

Salient inter-target distraction can attenuate the attentional blink | Lindsay A. Santacroce, Brandon J. Carlos, &
Benjamin J. Tamber-Rosenau

20

Probability & fidelity of encoding during the attentional blink | Brett B. T. Feltmate, Ralph S. Redden, &
Raymond M. Klein

22

Motion can capture attention, but can it cue it? Nonsocial motion produces a load-resistant shift of attention |
Louisa A. Talipski, Stephanie C. Goodhew, & Mark Edwards

24

Predicting sustained performance over a short time | Kenji Yamauchi, Ken Kihara, & Junichiro Kawahara

26

A Bayesian hierarchical diffusion model of flanker interference | Honami Kobayashi, Hiroyuki Muto,
Hiroshi Shimizu, & Hirokazu Ogawa

28

The impact of olfactory cues on attention: The case of Stroop interference | Jonathan K. Ham &
Christopher Koch

30

The Pantomime Effect: Physical interaction makes invisible surfaces visible | Patrick Coelho Little &
Chaz Firestone

32

Modeling the influence of emphasis in a measure of cognitive workload | Spencer Charles Castro,
David Lee Strayer, & Andrew Heathcote

34

Eye-specific repetition priming in binocular rivalry | Eunhye Choe & Min-Shik Kim

36

The contribution of temporal analysis of pupillometry to deciphering cognitive conflicts | Ronen Hershman &
Avishai Henik

38

Evidence for norepinephrine modulating spatial attention | Ema Shamasdin Bidiwala & Miranda Scolari

40

The effect of the co-actor's group affiliation on the social inhibition of return effect | Orit Nafcha,
Aya Morshed-Sakran, Simone Shamay-Tsoory, & Shai Gabay

42

Flexibility in resizing attentional breadth: Asymmetrical versus symmetrical attentional contraction and
expansion costs depends on context | Stephanie C. Goodhew & Ann S. Plummer

poster session 2
44

Arousal-biased competition explains reduced distraction by reward cues under threat | Andy Jeesu Kim &
Brian A. Anderson

46

Old priorities die hard: Value-driven attentional priority resists devaluation | Ming-Ray Liao & Brian A. Anderson

48

Unconscious attentional contagion: Faster breakthrough into awareness for faces with dilated pupils |
Clara Colombatto & Brian Scholl

50

Does shifting attention influence numerical processing? | Andrew Clement, Alexandra Moffat, & Jay Pratt

52

Multivariate decoding of visual working memory load from the human EEG signal | William Thyer,
Kirsten C. S. Adam, Edward Vogel, & Edward Awh

54

Meaning in visual working memory: Object's meaning increases capacity as well as proactive interference |
Roy Shoval & Tal Makovski

56

How are illusory objects represented in visual working memory? | Elliot E.C. Ping, Lisa M. Heisterberg,
Ayala S. Allon, & Andrew B. Leber

58

Training leads to an increase in visual short-term memory of novel objects without development of holistic
processing | Amanda C. Killian

60

Do physiological cues mediate the influence of emotion on memory predictions? | Evan Edward Mitton,
Michelle Dollois, & Christopher M. Fiacconi

62

Improving facial recognition using variance in emotional expressions | R. Chandler Krynen, Michael McBeath,
& Jacob Price

64

Chinese beauty mask: Three-Forehead and Five Eyes—Configural processing and facial attractiveness | Jia Lin
& Guomei Zhou

66

The spatial resolution of object discrimination across echolocation and touch | Michael Ezeana, Caroline
Dacus, David Whitney, Santani Teng, & Amrita Puri

68

The influence of mood congruency of audiovisual information in films on subjective impression | Xinyue Zhang &
Michiko Asano

70

Audiovisual integration capacity modulates as a function of illusory visual contours, visual display
circumference, and sound type | Jonathan M.P. Wilbiks, Antonina D.S. Pavilanis, & Dominic M. Rioux

72

Does the Ideal Observer Model predict the slant perception of stereoblind people? | Yang Pin, Chen Zhongting,
& Jeffrey Allen Saunders

74

Comparing confusions in humans and state-of-the-art deep convolutional neural networks | Ling Lee Chong,
John Clevenger, Dhruv Diddi, Zhiyuan Wang, Min Jin Chong, & Diane Beck

76

When it all falls down: Individual differences in physical prediction abilities | Alex Mitko & Jason Fischer

78

Position estimation illusions in visualized data: Underestimation, overestimation and perceptual pull |
Cindy Xiong, Cristina R. Ceja, Casimir J.H. Ludwig, & Steven Franconeri

80

Contrast sensitivity as a function of dietary intake of lutein and zeaxanthin | Steven R. Holloway &
José E. Náñez, Sr.

82

Insight into objects’ function biases perception | Dick Dubbelde & Sarah Shomstein

morning talk session abstracts
Talk Session 1
Divided attention reveals a processing bottleneck in
visual object recognition
Dina V. Popovkina, John Palmer, &
Geoffrey M. Boynton
In complex visual scenes, one often needs to attend to multiple objects. For
even two objects, dividing attention can be challenging; in the extreme case
of a processing bottleneck, observers can process only one stimulus at a time.
Such a result has recently been demonstrated for the categorization of
simultaneously presented and masked words (White et al., 2018). Here, we
show that this effect generalizes to visual object recognition. Specifically, our
results suggest that the object recognition is constrained by a bottleneck in
the semantic categorization of nameable objects, but not in the recognition
of abstract objects.

Visual imagination shares similar capacity limits to
visual working memory
Cristina R. Ceja & Steven L. Franconeri
Visual working memory capacity is measured by comparing the mental
representation of a previous stimulus to an external stimulus. Do similar
capacity limitations exist when objects are represented and transformed
solely within our imagination? Participants imagined 1-4 colored circles
translating or rotating, and both subjective task difficulty and objective
performance were measured. Updating color locations across simple
transformations (rotation or linear translation) was reported as increasingly
difficult for displays containing heterogeneous colors and greater set sizes,
and objective performance worsened as a function of set size. Capacity limits
in visual imagination seem to parallel those in visual working memory.

Two distortions of perceived space time
Aditya Upadhyayula & Jonathan I. Flombaum
We report two novel distortions in the perception of time and space: spatial
non-uniformity in the visual-present and slowed perceived velocity caused by
subjective time expansion. The visual-present: we report RSVP experiments
that suggest that an experienced moment in time stitches together different
moments from the past, those in the periphery having occurred more recently
than those near the fovea. With respect to velocity perception we adapt the
oddball paradigm wherein unexpected events dilate perceived duration. Our
experiments confirm the intuition that expanded duration perception slows
perceived velocity. Collectively, the results challenge very basic assumptions
about temporal perception.

Retroactive interference on working memory
consolidation is structural, not strategic
Brandon J. Carlos, Lindsay A. Santacroce, & Benjamin
J. Tamber-Rosenau
Estimates of working memory (WM) consolidation speed vary widely across
measurement approaches, with extremely slow consolidation revealed by
retroactive interference of a sensorimotor decision as late as 1 s after WM
array presentation (Nieuwenstein & Wyble, JEP: General, 2014). Here, we
sought to determine if prolonged consolidation is obligatory or the result of
strategic constraints by manipulating the relative priority of the WM and
decision tasks. We obtained slow consolidation regardless of task prioritization.
However, no retroactive interference was found when the decision task was
unspeeded. Moreover, a sensorimotor decision and response—not mere
distraction—were required to obtain retroactive interference.

morning talk session abstracts
Talk Session 2
Developing an OATS (Operationalized Attentional
Task Set): Assessing how attentional sets change
with task experience
Ryan E. O'Donnell & Brad Wyble
Performing any task molds an individual’s understanding for how to
complete it. Therefore, gaining task experience should modify one’s task
set relative to what was initially specified. This study attempts to
manipulate and measure attentional set adjustment in a visual search task
by testing under what conditions the instructionally-defined categorical set
(e.g. find the letter) changes after a subset of category members are
presented as targets. Four experiments demonstrate how attentional sets
in search tasks change rapidly with experience to reflect the target
presentation manipulation, forming what we term as the operationalized
attentional task set (OATS).

Recognition-induced-memory-alteration (RIMA) in
visual working memory
April Emily Pereira & Keisuke Fukuda
Though long-term memories can be modified by manipulating retrieval
contexts, it is unclear whether memories that are just encoded and actively
held in visual working memory (VWM) are also modifiable by biasing the
context in which they are accessed. To test this, participants first encode a
simple object into VWM. Immediately afterwards, two recognition probes
were presented, and participants selected a probe more similar to their
VWM representation. Our results revealed that this simple similarity
judgement was sufficient to bias VWM representation of the original item
toward the similar probe, thus demonstrating recognition-induced memory
alteration for VWM representations.

Modulation of visual statistical learning by natural
and artificial categories
Leeland Loew Rogers, Su Hyoun Park, &
Timothy J. Vickery
Visual Statistical Learning (VSL) refers to the incidental learning of statistical
regularities across time or space. VSL takes place even for adult learners
who already possess a wealth of knowledge about the structure of the
world. Despite this fact, little is known about how such structure might
affect VSL. In this study we found that VSL is strongly modulated by both
natural and artificial category membership of constituent stimuli. Learning
is much stronger when pairs of statistically co-occurring items share either
the same natural or arbitrary category, suggesting that VSL is strongly
shaped by category structure in adults.

Investigating the effect of basic-level predictions
on figure assignment
Rachel M. Skocypec & Mary A. Peterson
Support for iterative predictive theories stems primarily from manipulations
of specific predictions. For robust theories, basic-level (BL) predictions
should affect perception. We show they do. Participants made figureground decisions following BL and Unrelated primes for Upright and
Inverted displays depicting familiar objects. For 90-ms & 100-ms displays, BL
primes facilitated familiar figure reports, indicating effects of BL category
predictions. Orientation-dependent BL prime effects occurred with 100-ms
displays only, as expected if it takes longer to fine-tune predictions based
on input from current displays for Inverted than Upright displays, consistent
with longer evidence accumulation time.

afternoon talk session abstracts
Talk Session 3
Speaking about seeing: How verbal descriptions
encode visual complexity
Zekun Sun & Chaz Firestone
A powerful approach for representing images is to determine their shortest
possible "description length". A surprising prediction of such approaches is a Ushaped relationship between an image's "objective" complexity and the
complexity of its representation, because overly complex stimuli often have
"simple" explanations. Here, 3 experiments explore this relationship in a novel
way: Subjects verbally described complex shapes, dot arrays, or motion-paths;
10,000 such speech clips revealed a striking quadratic relationship between raw
image complexity and the complexity of their verbal descriptions. In other
words, what we *say* about images can reveal how we *see* them.

What are the characteristics of expert search
behavior in volumetric medical images?
Lauren H. Williams, Ann Carrigan,
William F. Auffermann, Megan Mills, Anina N. Rich, &
Trafton Drew
Volumetric medical images are an increasingly large proportion of the
radiologist’s workload. However, relatively little is known about how expertise
develops in volumetric search, compared with conventional 2D displays (e.g.,
chest radiographs). Here, we investigated the search behaviors associated with
expertise in volumetric images. Fifty radiologists with a wide range of
experience completed a lung-cancer screening task using chest computedtomography (CT) scans. Contrary to the 2D medical image perception
literature, we found no evidence of larger saccadic amplitude or reduced image
coverage with experience. Overall performance was closely tied to search
strategy (“drilling”) and search time.

Individual differences in working memory capacity
reveal the non-monotonicity of visual spatial attention
Sang Ho Lee & Mark Pitt
Visual spatial attention has often been described as a spotlight that enhances
visual processing in an attended location. Past studies have found that
attention within the spotlight decreases monotonically with the distance from
the center of attention. Data from more recent studies suggest that the
attentional distribution is non-monotonic. Three flanker-task experiments
tested predictions, derived from a computational model, that were designed to
distinguish between these alternative explanations. Large individual differences
in the breadth of attention were found and well described by the model.
Results suggest attention is distributed non-monotonically across space.

Successful object recognition correlates with activity
in category-specific and extensive category-invariant
brain networks
Max Levinson, Ella Podvalny, Steven H. Baete, &
Biyu J. He
Human observers may or may not recognize a visual object under suboptimal
viewing conditions. The neural mechanisms underlying successful object
recognition remain unclear. Using whole-brain 7T fMRI and a threshold-level
object recognition task, we found widely distributed cortical and subcortical
responses to successfully recognized object stimuli. When the same stimuli
were reported as unrecognized, the widespread cortical response was weaker
and subcortical regions exhibited no significant activation. In addition,
category-specific information increased with successful recognition across a
less extensive cortical network. These results suggest additional components of
the neural mechanism underlying object recognition.

afternoon talk session abstracts
Talk Session 4
Scaffolded attention: How imagination creates object
representations
Joan Danielle K. Ongchoco & Brian Scholl
When staring at a regular grid (e.g. the tiles on a bathroom floor), one might
begin to *see* simple shapes. Just what does this ‘seeing’ entail? Observers
attended to squares on grids until they could see various patterns — e.g. two
vertical lines, or a block-letter H. During this “scaffolded attention”, observers
reported whether two flashed probes were identical or not. Remarkably, we
observed traditional ‘same-object advantages’: performance was enhanced for
probes on the same object, compared to equidistant probes on different objects.
Thus, attention not only operates over objects, but can also effectively *create*
object representations.

Posteromedial cortex influences object representations
in other regions during visuospatial working memory
retrieval
Erin Goddard, Erika W. Contini, & Muireann Irish
The posteromedial cortex (PMC) is implicated in visuospatial working memory,
although its precise contribution remains unclear. We measured activity in PMC
and other brain regions during a visuospatial working memory task using
magnetoencephalography (MEG). Classifier analyses revealed stimulus-related
information in many regions during encoding and retrieval. Information flow
analysis implied PMC shaped object representations in occipital and prefrontal
cortices during retrieval, suggesting PMC is involved in comparing the retrieval
object with remembered ones. Information flow from PMC to other regions
during retrieval was positively correlated with overall task performance,
consistent with functionality closely related to memory performance.

Bridging cognitive and neuropsychological measures
Melissa Trevino, Todd S. Horowitz, Laura Germine,
Yi Yi Lu, Grace Huang, & Xiaoshu Zhu
Studies of cognitive impairments have exclusively used standardized
neuropsychological assessments. The assignment of neuropsychological tests to
cognitive domains in neuropsychology does not always match with the way
cognitive psychologists assess and conceptualize cognition. We investigated
whether neuropsychological tests and experimental tests taken from cognitive
science assess the same underlying cognitive faculties. We chose attention as
our example domain. Participants completed twelve neuropsychological and
experimental tests that have been described as attention measures. Half of the
neuropsychological tasks were moderately or weakly associated with
experimental tasks; highlighting the need to align research of cognitive
impairments with research on cognition in general.

Competition between similar visual working memory
items underlies repulsion
Paul S. Scotti, Yoolim Hong, Andrew B. Leber, &
Julie D. Golomb
How are humans capable of maintaining detailed representations of similarlooking visual items in memory? When required to make fine discriminations, we
sometimes implicitly separate memory representations away from each other to
reduce inter-item confusion. However, this separation of representations can
inadvertently lead memories to be recalled as biased away from other
memoranda, a phenomenon termed repulsion bias. Across four preregistered
experiments, we found that repulsion bias increased with longer working
memory delays, but only when items were actively maintained. These results are
in line with a competition-based account where memory representations repel
due to continuous interference.

Interested in joining
the OPAM team?
Seeking two motivated individuals
for organizing OPAM in Austin
(2020) and San Diego (2021).
Post-doc and senior graduate
students preferred. Ask a current
organizer or email us at
opam.info@gmail.com for more
information.
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1
3

An exploration of ability and personality trait variables predicting goal-directed attention in visual search | Molly R. McKinney, Heather A. Hansen, Jessica L. Irons, & Andrew B. Leber |People express vast individual
differences in attentional control strategies during visual search; for many, the strategies used are suboptimal (Irons & Leber, 2016). To assess why participants choose a particular strategy, we collected a variety of
cognitive ability and personality trait metrics to explore what factors influence participants’ strategy choice. We found that ability metrics correlated strongly with our participants visual search RTs (representing
processing speed), but critically, neither the ability nor personality measures could predict optimal strategy use. These results suggest that factors underlying the strategic use of attentional control are independent
from general cognitive ability.
Let’s rock categorical search: How exemplar repetition during category learning and category variability influence search | Kory Scherer & Arryn Robbins | Searching for items from a category is less efficient than
searching for specific or highly familiar items, especially when categories vary in appearance between exemplars (i.e., heterogeneous categories like dogs). Here, we explored how exemplar repetition during learning
impacts search for heterogeneous categories. Participants learned and searched for novel rock categories. Some categories had repeated exemplars during learning. Search was faster for categories where exemplars
repeated during learning, but only for highly variable categories. These findings may suggest that when a category is variable in appearance, searchers rely on familiarity of exemplars they were exposed to during
learning.

5

Not two, but three visual working memory representations simultaneously control attention | Michael King & Brooke N. Macnamara | How many items can we store in visual working memory while simultaneously
conducting a visual search? Previous research has proposed that only one visual working memory representation can be activated to influence attention directly, whereas other visual working memory
representations are accessory items which have little influence on visual selection. Recent findings have suggested otherwise, that two visual working memory representations can capture attention and interfere
with concurrent visual search (Chen & Du, 2017). This study attempts to replicate these recent findings, and further test whether the capacity of visual working memory during visual search extends beyond two
representations.

7

Spatial demands after target search interfere with contextual cueing | Lisa M. Heisterberg & Andrew B. Leber | Regularities in the environment can facilitate visual search, but what happens when consolidation of
those encoded regularities is disturbed? Participants completed 3 experiments in which they searched for a T among Ls in repeated and random context displays (Chun & Jiang, 1998). Critically, a spatial (experiments
1 & 2) or non-spatial (experiment 3) secondary task immediately followed the repeated contexts. Results indicate that response time facilitation for the repeated contexts – i.e., contextual cueing – is diminished only
with a spatial secondary task. These findings underscore how spatial processing demands during consolidation can interfere with the development of contextual cueing.

9

Individual differences during a music-related visual search paradigm: Evidence from eye movements | Kinnera S. Maturi & Heather Sheridan | Eye movements of expert musicians (>10 years of music experience) and
novices (who could not read music) were contrasted while searching for target bars within music scores, and working memory capacity was assessed in an operation span (OSPAN) task. Experts had higher accuracy
and eye movements revealed they were better at focusing on relevant information relative to novices. OSPAN scores did not differ across groups, with no correlation between music experience and accuracy within
experts. This indicates that experts’ superior performance was not due to superior working memory but could reflect domain-specific perceptual advantages such as chunks or templates.

11

Task demands increase priming from long-term memory in visual search | Geoffrey W. Harrison, Michelle Blumberg, Jacob Wilde, Pelin Tan, & Daryl E. Wilson | Recently attended information influences subsequent
behaviour. Repetition priming in visual search is thought to be guided by a short-term implicit memory system. However, little research has examined the contribution of long-term memory (LTM) systems. We
trained stimulus-stimulus (E1) or stimulus-response (E2) associations into LTM and assessed priming in a subsequent visual search task with low or high task demands. Response time differences to trials congruent
or incongruent with the learned associations served as the index of priming. Both experiments produced LTM priming and found increased priming under increased task demands, challenging current theories of
repetition priming.

13

The boundary conditions of Subsequent Search Misses (SSMs) in proofreading: Evidence from eye movements | Eliza Barach, Leah Gloskey, & Heather Sheridan | Subsequent search misses (SSM) occur when finding a
first target hinders discovery of subsequent targets (e.g., Cain, Adamo, & Mitroff, 2013). Using eye tracking, we explored the underlying mechanisms and boundary conditions for SSMs in proofreading. Participants
searched lists of words presented in structured or unstructured arrays for misspelled words. We document an SSM effect since detection of a first typo reduced detection of a second typo. In addition, detection of a
first typo reduced processing of the target word as shown by a reduction in fixation durations and refixations, which supports the Satisfaction of Search (SOS) account of SSMs.

15

The influence of object category and label acquisition on visual search performance | Maxim Morozov | We know that categorical information of objects can influence visual search. In our study, we aimed to figure
out the role of categorical labels in guiding attention during visual search. We hypothesized that categorical labels could be used to select relevant information and facilitate visual search. In our study, participants
acquired new categories of butterflies and learned labels for half of them. Then they perform a visual search with those categories. The results shows that in the experimental group participants performed visual
search of a target without a label among distractors without labels faster than among distractors with labels.
Mechanisms of N2PC, N2PB, P2PC/PD, revealed from target-distractor interactions in upper vs lower hemifields | Marie-Eve Picard, Brandi Lee Drisdelle, & Pierre Jolicoeur | We examined target-distractor interactions
(i.e., target similarity, distance between the target and the distractor) and differences in attention to stimuli in the upper vs. lower visual hemifields when stimuli were presented on the vertical midline vs. left/right
lateral locations. We examined three ERP components: the N2pc, N2pb and Pd. In general, the N2pc and N2pb showed similar patterns of activity and the Pd component tended to be larger in amplitude for
distractors that were the same colour as the target. Implication of these and other results for underlying neural mechanisms of N2pc, N2pb and Pd are discussed.

17
19

The role of meaning in attentional guidance during free viewing of real-world scenes | Candace E. Peacock, Taylor R. Hayes, & John M. Henderson | Humans prioritize the most relevant visual information via
attentional selection. The current study sought to understand the role of scene semantics and image salience on attentional selection during free viewing of real-world scenes. Context-free meaning maps were
generated from ratings of isolated image patches and saliency maps generated from Graph-based visual saliency model. We also introduced contextualized meaning maps, in which patches were rated in the context
of the larger scene. Overall, both types of meaning predicted attention better than salience. Furthermore, context-free and contextualized meaning ratings were themselves highly correlated and predict attention
equivalently.

21

Temporal attention capture by portions of unconsciously processed familiar objects | Colin S. Flowers, Jordin L. Wilson, & Mary A. Peterson | We show that detection of a target silhouette depicting a well-known
object within an RSVP stream of 12 novel silhouettes is impaired when target silhouettes are preceded at lag 2 by novel silhouettes with portions of familiar objects suggested, but not consciously perceived, on their
groundsides. This finding demonstrates that attention can select regions 1) before figural status is assigned or 2) that perceptual organizing processes reject as figures. These results also demonstrate attention
capture by task-relevant conceptually defined stimuli, even when they are not consciously perceived.

23

Context does not enhance memory-guided attentional capture | Lindsay Plater, Maria Giammarco, Chris Fiacconi, & Naseem Al-Aidroos | Contextual reinstatement enhances memory, but does it enhance memoryguided attentional capture, such as establishing long-term memory attentional control settings (ACSs), and flexibly switching between ACSs? Participants memorized two sets of 15 complex visual objects in distinct
contexts (i.e., within spatially located coloured boxes), and then searched for one set or the other. We found that participants could switch between searching for either set (i.e., a flexible ACS), but contextual
reinstatement had minimal effect on the establishment and the flexibility of the ACS. This study advances our understanding of the factors that influence memory-guided attentional capture.

25

The effect of auditory alerts on lapses of sustained attention | Anjum F. Shaikh,* Ashley C. Steinkrauss,* Erin M. O’Brien Powers, & Jeff Moher | Lapses of sustained attention can have negative effects on individuals’
safety. In the present study, we examined participants’ behavior in response to verbal alerts during a sustained attention task. Additionally, we developed a live-tracking mechanism based on recent response time
measurements to trigger alerts when we detected declining attention. Experiment One found that the alerts did not reduce false alarm rates and participates reported a high level of annoyance in regards to the
alerts. Ongoing pilot studies from Experiment Two found that alerts based on live-tracking of performance increased subsequent response times. (*Co-first-authorship.)

27

“Spontaneous perspective taking" requires homunculean object recognition in an avatar | Geoff G. Cole, Steven Samuel, & Madeline J. Eacott | A number of authors have argued that humans spontaneously represent
the visual perspective of others. This has come from experiments in which response times are shorter when an agent, present in a display, can see the target. The spontaneous perspective taking interpretation has
not however gone unchallenged. In the present work we employ a novel design in which the target is perceived as a different object by the participant and agent. We find that the object as seen by the agent does
not prime responses. These results do not support the perspective taking hypothesis.

29

Association between cue lead time and template-for-rejection effect | Tomoyuki Tanda & Jun Kawahara | Our visual system can not only actively prioritize a specific property of objects but also deprioritize irrelevant
features. The present study examined the critical factor of attentional template to suppress distractor features, known as template for rejection (Arita, Carlisle, & Woodman, 2012). Literatures on the rejection effect
was mixed due to procedural differences in spatial segmentation of items, in defining and reporting features, and in duration of cue lead times. The results revealed that the difference in cue-lead times could explain
the presence or absence of the effect so that longer cue-lead times was prerequisite for the rejection effect.

31

Enhancement of color working memory in grapheme-color synesthetes | Lana Okubo, Kyuto Uno, & Kazuhiko Yokosawa | A recent study has shown that grapheme-color synesthetes have larger color working
memory (WM) capacity than non-synesthetes when colors are encoded with graphemes. However, it remains unclear whether synesthetes have superior color WM that is not encoded with other visual
information. We examined whether color WM capacity is superior in synesthetes in a task in which only color information was available. The results showed that synesthetes have larger color WM encoded without
other visual information compared to non-synesthetes. The domain-specific color WM enhancement can be based on the sensory enhancement of color in grapheme-color synesthetes.

33

Action effect induced by planning action | Seohee Han, Eunhee Ji, Eunhye Choe, Dogyun Kim, & Min-Shik Kim | The “action effect” refers to the finding that simple actions toward an object cause faster RTs to the
same object in subsequent visual tasks. The present study examined whether physical execution of action is necessary to induce biased attention toward the object. Unlike previous studies, participants first planned
whether to act or not and performed the action after the search task. Only when participants planned an action when the object appeared, the same object was prioritized in the subsequent search task. Results
reveal that planning a simple action can affect attention in subsequent unrelated tasks even without executing physical action.

35

Leveraging “big data” to examine the relationship between priming and response inhibition | Samoni Nag, Stephen R. Mitroff, & Dwight J. Kravitz | Priming and response inhibition have traditionally been considered as
two separate phenomena that operate via distinct mechanisms. Recent evidence (e.g., “selection history” effects on behavior, perceptual cortex involvement in high-level cognition) raise the intriguing possibility that
priming and response inhibition might actually have an overlapping mechanism. A big data approach was used to compare the magnitude of priming and inhibition effects for a large number of targets in a visual
search paradigm. This analysis provides the opportunity to compare and contrast priming and response inhibition in the same paradigm, while examining their relationship across visual stimuli and individuals.

37

Is reflexive attention deployed in a flat coordinate frame or at different depths? | Kyrie H. Murawski, Bradley P. Wyble, & Ryan O’Donnell | Previous studies of reflexive attention in depth planes have not been entirely
conclusive. Using a virtual reality headset, two experiments placed subjects into a fully immersive depth-based environment and tested whether exogenous cues affected target report at different depth planes.
Subjects fixated a cross and attempted to identify a rapidly masked target preceded by a color change in a surrounding frame that was valid in depth and/or side. A massive cueing effect was found for side validity
but very little to none for depth validity. Thus, it seems that reflexive attention is deployed using a flat coordinate frame.

39

Variability in the content of mind wandering is associated with intrinsic connectivity within the default network | Effie J. Pereira, Lauri Gurguryan, Signy Sheldon, & Jelena Ristic | Activity in the default network (DN) has
been associated with mind wandering (MW); however, these links have primarily been established during introspective tasks. We examined how variability in the social content of MW relates to stable functional
connectivity within the dorsomedial DN subsystem associated with socially-directed thoughts. Participants underwent resting state fMRI scans and independently reported their general content of MW. Proportion of
social content while MW was positively associated with stronger connectivity within regions of the dorsomedial DN subsystem, demonstrating that task-independent MW content is reflective of stable connections
within the functional organization of the neural system.

41

Using temporal order judgments and colour perception to dissociate inhibitory cueing effects | Ralph S. Redden, Austin J. Hurst, & Raymond M. Klein | Early work on inhibition of return (IOR) using temporal order
judgments (TOJ) showed no effect on perception. Recent work, however, suggests that there are two IORs; one affecting the quality of inputs and another affecting responding. In our task, subjects either made a
prosaccade (output form) or antisaccade (input form) relative to an uninformative peripheral cue, then execute a TOJ or speeded colour identification response. Both groups showed IOR for cued colour probes. We
saw dissociations on colour identification and TOJ performance depending on which form of IOR was generated, providing converging evidence that there are two forms of IOR.
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Effect of set size on ensemble perception of numerical value | Taylor D. Dague, Kassandra R. Lee, Kenith V. Sobel, Christian P. Hopkins, & Amrita M. Puri | Ensemble coding refers to the simultaneous extraction of
information from multiple items, and occurs for lower-level visual features such as size, and more complex information such as emotional expression. Here we explored ensemble processing of semantic information,
specifically, numerical value. Participants estimated the numerical average of sets of five, seven, or ten digits. The proportion of “greater than five” estimates was higher for 10-item compared to 5-item displays.
However, more items in the display resulted in steeper psychometric functions, suggesting that ensemble representations of average numerical value become more accurate with additional items in the display.

45

A vigilance-avoidance account of dual-stream emotion induced blindness | Mark Edwards, Matthew Proud, & Stephanie C. Goodhew | The high-level locus of the attentional bottleneck has been questioned by dualstream emotion-induced-blindness (EIB) studies in which the impaired performance following the emotive distractor only occurs when the target and distractor are in the same location. A retinotopic emotionspecific attentional mechanism was proposed to account for these results. Here we propose and test a vigilance avoidance account that is consistent with the standard attentional bottleneck. We did not obtain
spatial-localised EIB with positive distractors, only for negative distractors for participants with high trait anxiety which is consistent with vigilance avoidance.

47

Comparing performance on a temporal attention task when using an intense vs isointense signal | Colin R. McCormick, Ralph S. Redden, & Raymond M. Klein | Past paradigms researching temporal attention
(Kingstone, 1992) involve a cue that informs the participant of the likely foreperiod between the cue and target so that they can optimally focus their attentional resources, which typically results in an improvement
in response performance on valid-cue trials. For the current study, we have modified methodological components in a temporal cueing task to alleviate cognitive demand. This allows for the implementation of a
discrimination paradigm in the Kingstone paradigm with isointense (novel) and intense (typical) signals, providing the opportunity to analyze speed-accuracy trade-off differences in endogenous and exogenous
temporal attention.

49

Semantic generalization of value-based attentional priority | Laurent Grégoire & Brian A. Anderson | This study aimed to determine whether attentional prioritization of stimuli associated with reward transfers across
conceptual knowledge independently of physical features. Participants successively performed two color-word Stroop tasks. In the learning phase, neutral words were associated with high, low or no monetary
reward. In the generalization phase (in which no reward was delivered), synonyms of words previously paired with reward served as Stroop stimuli. Results are consistent with semantic generalization of stimulusreward associations independent of perceptual features; however, effects observed with generalized stimuli depend on the awareness of the relationship between conditioned stimuli and reward.

51

Patterns of cognitive control and physiological change: Observing proactive and reactive control in heart rate and respiration | Michelle A. Dollois, Mark J. Fenske, & Christopher M. Fiacconi | Cognitive control ensures
that our actions align with our behavioural goals. Such control can operate ‘proactively’, in which people actively anticipate relevant events, or ‘reactively’, in which adjustments are applied as events unfold. Here, we
used the AX-CPT task, which provides behavioural indices of control strategy together with physiological measures of heart rate (HR) and respiration to probe whether each control strategy has a unique physiological
signature. Anticipatory HR deceleration was observed regardless of control strategy, but was especially sensitive to the consequences of proactive control use. Moreover, respiration appeared to more closely track
global variations in control strategy.

53

No volitional control over distractor interference in visual working memory | Blaire Dube, Alison Dodwell, & Naseem Al-Aidroos | Representations in visual working memory (VWM) are subject to distractor
interference: target feature reports can be biased toward distractor features (i.e., “attractive pull”). Can we protect VWM contents against such interference when distractor presence is predictable? Participants
remembered an orientation across a delay, during which a distractor orientation was sometimes presented (at varied SOAs), before reproducing the target orientation. On some blocks, a cue at the beginning of the
trial indicated distractor presence. Although attractive pull decreased with increasing SOAs, we observed no cue benefit. We suggest that participants cannot effectively prepare to protect VWM contents prior to
encoding.

55
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57

Visual working memory resetting | Hyun Goo Park & Keisuke Fukuda | Visual information is hardly static in real world. How do we represent ever-changing visual information in our visual working memory (VWM)? To
answer this, we measured the electrophysiological correlate of VWM (i.e., the contralateral delay activity or CDA) while participants tracked the changing identity of a target object. We found that VWM utilized two
distinctive mechanisms to maintain the active representations of ever-changing target. When the change was continuous, VWM updated the original representation to reflect its change. When the change was
discontinuous, VWM “reset” by first discarding the original representation and re-encoding the new representation.

59

Reevaluating the sensory recruitment model of visual working memory using crowding anisotropy | Harun Yörük & Benjamin J. Tamber-Rosenau | The sensory recruitment model of visual working memory (VWM)
argues that VWM representations rely on neural populations that also encode sensory stimuli. Harrison & Bays (JNeurosci, 2018) showed that the known radial/tangential perceptual visual crowding anisotropy does
not persist in VWM, arguing against the sensory recruitment model. Here, we tested if this finding could be explained by strategic spatial remapping of VWM representations to mitigate crowding. By adding an
intermixed, post-cued spatial report condition, we disincentivized remapping. However, preliminary results still do not support a VWM crowding anisotropy and instead reveal distinct cortical mechanisms for visual
perception and VWM.

61

Cognitive flexibility in response-contingent task-switching | Ki Bbum Lee & Min-Shik Kim | When we do multiple tasks, such task-switching accompanies a switch cost resulting from additional resource required.
Recently, different contextual cues showed how implicit learning could be applied in task-switching. We predicted that higher probability of switch (75%) will decrease switch cost in subsequent trials, compared to
lower probability of switch (25%). As a result, there was no difference between the two levels, but when applied to task prediction, lower switch cost was observed in higher probability condition. To sum, switch cost
was modified only for response-contingent task conditions, and not for response-contingent switch conditions.

63

Learning color-concept associations from co-occurrence statistics | Melissa A. Schoenlein & Karen B. Schloss | People use associations between visual features and concepts to infer semantics from visual input. We
investigated how people form color-concept associations through statistical learning. In a category exposure task, participants saw aliens from two species. Alien shape was 100% diagnostic of species (pointy/curvy),
and color was partially diagnostic (warm-biased/cool-biased). After, participants rated associations between each color and each species’ name. Association ratings matched frequencies of color-concept cooccurrences during category exposure, even though color was harmful for the exposure task. This study contributes evidence of how people use statistical regularities to structure noisy input.

65

Modeling hemispheric asymmetry in categorical emotion perception | Myeongjin Lee & Min-Shik Kim | Language serves as an important context for emotion perception. The hierarchical drift-diffusion model was
fitted to the behavioral data to investigate whether categorical perception of emotion is dependent on the visual field provided the lateralization of language functions. Results conveyed that facial expressions
classified to differing emotion categories based on language descriptors were more efficiently processed and that overall emotion perception was facilitated in the left visual field, but no interaction was identified.
The drift rate, a model parameter that predicts the rate at which evidence for decision-making accumulates, closely followed the behavioral pattern.

67
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69

Intended body action enhances rubber hand illusion | Ren Jiarong & Okubo Matia | Rubber hand illusion (RHI) is a representative example of flexible changes of our sense of ownership. We investigate the facilitative
effect of intended action on RHI. It is hypothesized that the intended action and the induction of RHI, which relies on cooperative relationship between visual and tactile information, would work in tandem,
enhancing RHI. Proprioceptive drifts toward the rubber hand were measured when performing an action with intension and without it. Participants experienced larger RHI when performing an action with intension
than without it, suggesting that action with intension alters body representation and thereby enhances RHI.

71

What is lost in prosopagnosia: Can a prosopagnosic distinguish sheep? | Alexander R. Toftness & Eric E. Cooper | What specifically is impaired in the brain of someone with prosopagnosia (face-blindness)? A common
hypothesis is that impaired perception in prosopagnosia is specific only to human faces. However, numerous reports from prosopagnosics show that impairments in perception encompass other categories, such as
animals. One potential explanation is the coordinate relations hypothesis, which proposes that it is the brain’s ability to detect metric changes (spatial relationships between features) that is damaged, creating these
deficits. This research specifically used pictures of sheep in order to support the coordinate relations hypothesis explanation of the results obtained from an acquired prosopagnosic.

73

The acquisition and retention of perceptual expertise | Michaella Trites, Jose Barrios, Buyun Xu, James W. Tanaka, & Stuart W.S. MacDonald | Objective: Rate of learning is inherently variable between individuals.
Current research suggests categorizing learners into “fast” and “slow” does not predict post-acquisition performance. We predicted rate of learning is a better predictor of performance.
Methods: Participants (N = 113) learned four species of birds in a visual categorization session (session 1), with post-acquisition performance assessed in three subsequent sessions (sessions 2-4).
Results: Multilevel modeling was used to index across-trial change in motor and decision speed and IIV during the learning phase (session 1). Higher rates of learning predicted more accurate and faster performance
in post-acquisition sessions.

75

Sensitivity to luminance- and texture-defined stimuli from school-age to adulthood: A developmental perspective | Margarita Miseros, Domenico Tullo, Jocelyn Faubert, & Armando Bertone | Visual development has
been assessed within the context of ventral-/dorsal- stream functioning, underlying form and motion processing, respectively. Few studies have assessed stream-specific visual development at different levels of
processing within each stream, during typical development. This study aimed to characterize visual development from school-age through adulthood by measuring the sensitivity to static and dynamic gratings
defined by both luminance-/texture- defined attributes. Findings demonstrate that (i) sensitivity became adult-like earlier for second-order motion information, in comparison to the other visual conditions, and (ii)
visual development within each stream continues through adolescence, but is differentiated by the type of information processed.

77

Ensemble perception during multiple object tracking | Reem Alzahabi & Matthew S. Cain | Multiple object tracking studies consistently reveal attentive tracking limits of approximately 3–5 items. How do factors such
as visual grouping and ensemble perception impact these capacity limits? Which heuristics lead to the perception of multiple objects as a group? First, we show that group tracking limits are approximately 4 groups
of objects and are independent of the number of items that compose the groups. Further, we show that group tracking performance declines as inter-object spacing increases. We also investigate the role of group
rigidity in tracking performance. Our data characterize the cognitive limitations in perceiving dynamic object ensembles.

79

Visual word recognition as a means of addressing top-down feedback | Simon Kaplan & Dwight Kravitz | Top-down feedback is an important yet poorly understood aspect of visual processing. Here, we present a
series of studies unpacking top-down effects in the context of visual word recognition. We examined the word superiority effect (WSE), wherein feedback informs letter identification. A strong correlation between
word frequency (generally and regionally specific) and the strength of the WSE was found. To directly test modulations of top-down feedback and to identify targets for follow-up TMS experiments, semantic priming
studies were undertaken. These results demonstrate the utility of studying top-down feedback in the context of visual word recognition.

81
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83

Evidence for size-invariant polar representations of visual space | Sami R. Yousif & Frank C. Keil | What is the ‘format’ of our spatial representations? Here, observers completed a location-matching task
in which they match a location in one space with a location in a scaled space (scaled by 2) by placing a corresponding object in that smaller or larger space. We analyze the errors that observers make,
asking whether the dimensions of different coordinate systems are correlated with each other. Across six different spatial configurations, we find that polar dimensions are uniquely uncorrelated,
suggesting that this 2D space is efficiently represented, and thus that space in general may be represented in this format.
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Every search is awesome!: A pilot study using Lego to examine three-dimensional visual search | Bryan Lee White, Hayward J. Godwin, Jessica Madrid, Colin Scarince, & Michael C. Hout | We evaluated whether classic
visual search findings could be replicated using physical search tasks, wherein participants used their eyes and hands to search for targets amongst distractors. Participants searched for specific Lego pieces among
non-target Lego distractors that varied in shape and color. We manipulated number of targets, set size (number of pieces), and target size across counterbalanced conditions. Participants were instructed to find
targets quickly and accurately but were not told the number present. We successfully replicated well-documented effects in 2D search, establishing that this technique can be used to study search in more
ecologically valid ways.

4

Learned oculomotor distractor avoidance in the face of strong target guidance: Both reactive and proactive inhibition | Brad T. Stilwell & Shaun P. Vecera | Most theories of visual attention posit a selective mechanism
that allows relevant information to proceed through processing while filtering out distracting stimuli. Visual search is more efficient when attention is guided by a target template. Further, visual attention can learn
to reject distractors concurrently with strong target guidance through experience with statistical regularities, by establishing an experience-based template for rejection. The current study was aimed at determining
how visual attention learns to reject distractors through feature-based experience in the presence of strong target guidance by using eye-tracking to test between competing mechanisms of inhibition: proactive and
reactive.

6

Do you remember these distractors? Exploring the factors that influence the relationship between incidental fixations and memory | Mark E. Lavelle, David Alonso, Roy Luria, & Trafton Drew | Prior work suggests
subsequently recognized distractor images are fixated for more time. Prior research has focused on search tasks where there is a new target on each trial. Under this design, visual working memory (VWM) is
engaged to maintain representations of target identity. We tested the role of VWM in moderating the dwell time-recognition relationship and its direct influence on distractor memory. In four separate experiments
we manipulated VWM load in a target search task preceding a surprise distractor recognition test. Contrary to previous findings, our results suggest VWM engagement does not improve distractor recognition.

8

Recruiting from the shallow end of the pool: Cognitive performance and study compliance differ between participant pool subjects from the start to the end of an academic term | Courtney Lee Porfido, Patrick H. Cox,
Stephen H. Adamo, & Stephen R. Mitroff | Cognitive psychologists often recruit participants through organized subject pools. Such pools offer easy data collection, yet present unforeseen confounds. Social and
clinical psychology research has found demographic, personality, and motivational differences between students who participate at the start versus the end of an academic term. However, cognitive psychology
research is more equivocal with evidence for and against cognitive differences based on time-of-term participation. Here a visual search task demonstrated differences in accuracy between start- and end-of-term
participants, and that end-of-term participants were less reliable (more outliers and no-shows). Research implications will be discussed.

10

Expected task difficulty effects on visual search behavior during simple and real world search tasks | Natalie A. Paquette & Joseph Schmidt | Whereas search performance is known to degrade with increased task
difficulty, considerably less work has examined interactions of actual versus expected task difficulty. Recent work has shown that prior to a difficult search, observers selectively encode more target related visual
details and this benefits difficult searches (Schmidt & Zelinsky, 2017). This suggests that expectation alone may alter search performance. We recorded eye-movements in response to simple and real-world stimuli as
expected and actual search difficulty were manipulated. Our results suggest that expected versus actual task difficulty differentially impact search performance.

12

Open the window: Passive search strategies lead to broader attentional distribution during single target and hybrid visual search | Jessica Madrid & Michael C. Hout | When observers adopt a passive strategy during
visual search, performance tends to improve in several ways: search is speeded, and eye movements indicate improved attentional guidance and more efficient object recognition. Here, we sought to test the
hypothesis that these characteristics are the result of broader attentional distribution. We analyzed the size of the functional visual field (FVF) in two experiments that asked participants to adopt passive or active
strategies. In both cases, we found that passive search resulted in larger FVFs, especially when searching exhaustively, supporting the argument that passive strategies enable a broader attentional focus.

14

An electrophysiological investigation of intertrial priming in visual search | Adam C. Vilanova-Goldstein & Carly J. Leonard | In addition to top-down and bottom-up guidance, intertrial priming is an important factor
which influences attention allocation. To determine if priming is related to expectancy, we examined the P300 in participants performing a pop-out task in which target and distractor features could switch. We
hypothesized that a longer run of repeat trials before a switch would increase surprise, resulting in a greater magnitude P300. Accordingly, RT was slower for switch trials as the number of preceding repeats
increased. However, unlike RT, the P300 magnitude more accurately reflected experiment-wide likelihood of a switch for the upcoming trial.

16

The impact of experience-dependent attentional guidance on continuous feature reports | William Narhi-Martinez, Jiageng Chen, & Julie Golomb | Spatial attention is critical for feature perception because it allows us
to bind features in our environment to specific locations and, subsequently, the objects therein. Past work has shown that goal-directed dividing or shifting attention and attentional capture by a salient distractor
each result in unique effects on feature perception and memory. The experiments here sought to investigate another influence on attention: the spatial probability cue. Our findings suggest that when attention
becomes biased to one location through experience, it does not affect perceptual memory in the same way as goal-directed or stimulus-driven manipulations.

18

Salient inter-target distraction can attenuate the attentional blink | Lindsay A. Santacroce, Brandon J. Carlos, & Benjamin J. Tamber-Rosenau | Emotional stimuli can capture attention and can play a role in a
momentary lapse in temporal attention, or the attentional blink (AB). Previous work (Santacroce et al., VSS, 2019) decoupled emotional stimuli from targets in the classic, two-target AB paradigm and found that only
highly salient intertarget emotional distractors (fullscreen images in a stream of words) were strong enough to break through the AB. However, that experiment yielded a somewhat weak AB. Here, we randomly
intermix trials without a salient distractor into an otherwise similar paradigm and show that, regardless of valence, sufficiently salient intertarget distraction attenuates the AB.

20

Probability & fidelity of encoding during the attentional blink | Brett B. T. Feltmate, Ralph S. Redden, & Raymond M. Klein | Conventionally, attentional blink paradigms employ some dichotomous measure of target
encoding (i.e., response can only be correct | incorrect), be it identification (what number?) or detection (present | absent?); which are insensitive to partial encoding. Herein we present a paradigm which allows for
recording the degree of information contained within a response, allowing us to independently estimate the probability and fidelity of target encoding. Estimates of these parameters are assessed in exploratory
fashion using both frequentist and Bayesian linear regression to better understand the fate of target percepts during the attentional blink.

22

Motion can capture attention, but can it cue it? Nonsocial motion produces a load-resistant shift of attention | Louisa A. Talipski, Stephanie C. Goodhew, & Mark Edwards | Motion onset is known to capture visual
attention, perhaps because of its threat-signalling potential. But can a directional motion signal, devoid of any social or symbolic content, orient attention in the direction of movement? And if so, is this response
dependent on the availability of top-down resources? In this study, we found that a pure motion signal produced a shift of attention in the direction of movement, and that this response persisted under a concurrent
visuospatial working memory load. These results show that directional motion can produce a shift of attention, with minimal (if any) top-down involvement.

24

Predicting sustained performance over a short time | Kenji Yamauchi, Ken Kihara, & Junichiro Kawahara | Effort is required to sustain attention for a long period. A continuous performance task is a method to
measure sustained attention; it requires participants to respond to frequently presented non-targets but withhold responses to rare targets. Traditionally requiring approximately 10 min to administer, a shorter task
duration would alleviate participants’ cognitive loads and increase the ease of application. We demonstrated that individual performance in the first 2 min was highly positively correlated with that during the entire 8
min, suggesting that the temporal characteristics of individual sustained attention are predictable from a few minutes of measurement.

26

A Bayesian hierarchical diffusion model of flanker interference | Honami Kobayashi, Hiroyuki Muto, Hiroshi Shimizu, & Hirokazu Ogawa | We used a hierarchical diffusion model approach to examine selective
attention processes involved in the Eriksen flanker task. A previous model rested on the assumption that attention is initially distributed across all stimuli, then during the time course of a trial, the attentional
spotlight narrows to focus on the target stimulus. We extended this model to account for the effect of spacing between stimuli and demonstrated that the model could account for the data obtained from a flanker
task in which inter-stimulus distance was manipulated.

28

The impact of olfactory cues on attention: The case of Stroop interference | Jonathan K. Ham & Christopher Koch | This study explores the relationship between odor imagery, color associations, and visual attention
through a Stroop-task based on common odor-color associations. This Stroop-task was designed using three fruits with odor-color associations: lime with green, strawberry with red, and lemon with yellow. Each
possible word-color combination was lexically presented in the experimental trials. Three experiments were conducted that used the Stroop-task with different odors present. They suggest that odor imagery can
affect visual attention, the inhibition of odor-color associations, and that odor imagery appears to be facilitated in the presence of a related odor.

30

The Pantomime Effect: Physical interaction makes invisible surfaces visible | Patrick Coelho Little & Chaz Firestone | What factors can imply that something is *there*? Low-level visual cues such as coincidental
clipping or occlusion can make us see surfaces that are not physically present, as in Kanizsa figures or amodal completion. Here, we show how such basic perceptual processes can also be driven by a surprisingly
*high-level* cue: physical interaction. In three experiments, subjects who saw an object "bounce" off an invisible surface better identified a real surface that matched the invisible surface's implied orientation. Thus,
seemingly low-level object detection can be driven by high-level cues, creating illusory contours defined by "physics".

32

Modeling the influence of emphasis in a measure of cognitive workload | Spencer Charles Castro, David Lee Strayer, & Andrew Heathcote | Researchers utilize detection-response tasks (DRTs) and evidence
accumulation modeling to quantify cognitive workload aspects of dual-task cost in driving. However, task priority’s effect on the DRT and driving has not been thoroughly investigated. The current study investigates
the relationship between the effect of task priority on DRT response time and steering error with parameters of an evidence accumulation model. The experiments demonstrate a linear tradeoff in performance
across three levels of priority, provide evidence for shifting in response biases and information processing rates, and establish how model parameters map onto cognitive control and attentional resources.

34

Eye-specific repetition priming in binocular rivalry | Eunhye Choe & Min-Shik Kim | Repetition priming facilitates perceptual processing since selection history biases attention. This study investigated whether selection
history including eye of origin benefits visual search when attention is involved to resolve binocular rivalry. Participants responded to the target presented at one of four locations on either eye. Results show that the
target was found faster when presented in the same eye as the previous trial, despite ignorance of eye of origin. Location repetition effect was also observed, further increased in eye-repeated trials. These findings
suggest that eye selection history influences eye dominance in binocular rivalry and shapes eye-specific priority maps.

36

The contribution of temporal analysis of pupillometry to deciphering cognitive conflicts | Ronen Hershman & Avishai Henik | Pupils respond reflexively to light but also to cognitive activation. The more cognitive
resources a task requires, the more pupil dilation that can be observed. Here we present a novel analysis approach that enables detection as well as temporal characterization of cognitive processes. Our analysis
detects differences in pupil size caused by different conditions, and based on the time frames of the differences, can determine the location of a cognitive process in time. In general, this approach could be useful to
detect increment and regulation of emotional processes, as well as development of cognitive conflicts in cognitive control tasks.

38

Evidence for norepinephrine modulating spatial attention | Ema Shamasdin Bidiwala & Miranda Scolari | Few studies have researched norepinephrine as a spatial filter. To investigate this a flanker task with
pupillometry, a physiological measure of norepinephrine, was conducted. Participants maintained fixation while correctly reporting the direction a “T” in the ring of a “barbell” 8 degrees peripheral. Rings of the
barbell, connected or unconnected, contained congruent or incongruent directed T’s. Results showed a significant overall flanker effect. Pupil diameter was greater for unconnected rings, incorrect responses, and
during responses overall. The results provide evidence for the role of norepinephrine as a spatial filter and expand research on motivations for pupil dilation.
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The effect of the co-actor's group affiliation on the social inhibition of return effect | Orit Nafcha, Aya Morshed-Sakran, Simone Shamay-Tsoory, & Shai Gabay | Social Inhibition of Return (SIOR, Welsh et al.,2005)
refers to slower reaction times toward a location, already been searched by another agent. Yet, it remains an open question how truly social the SIOR effect is. In the present study we explored whether a co-actor's
group affiliation would influence the SIOR effect. Since IOR is considered as a foraging facilitator (Klein, 2000), we predicted that the SIOR effect would be larger when performing the task with an ingroup member,
than with an outgroup member. Results confirmed our prediction by demonstrating that the group affiliation modulates the social effect.

42

Flexibility in resizing attentional breadth: Asymmetrical versus symmetrical attentional contraction and expansion costs depends on context | Stephanie C. Goodhew & Ann S. Plummer | Focusing attentional resources
over a small area versus spreading them over a larger area facilitates different perceptual tasks. This means that in real-world vision, it is vitally important to be able to flexibly adapt the scope of attention to
optimize performance in different perceptual tasks. Here we found that attentional expansion was more efficient than contraction, however, the additional cost for contraction could be eliminated via training. We
also found reliable individual differences in participants’ ability to resize their attentional breadth, identifying a group of high-flexibility individuals who excelled at both attentional expansion and contraction.
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Arousal-biased competition explains reduced distraction by reward cues under threat | Andy Jeesu Kim & Brian A. Anderson | Anxiety potentiates attentional capture by physically salient stimuli but was recently
shown to reduce value-driven attentional capture. The mechanisms by which threat reduces the distracting quality of stimuli are unknown. Here, we examined the neural correlates of attention to previously rewardassociated stimuli, with and without the threat of unpredictable shock. The results reveal enhanced distractor-evoked activity throughout the value-driven attention network under threat, which in the visual cortex
predicted the corresponding reduction in behavioral interference. Our findings fit with the principle of arousal-biased competition, suggesting that such bias can be leveraged to support selective ignoring.
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Old priorities die hard: Value-driven attentional priority resists devaluation | Ming-Ray Liao & Brian A. Anderson | Previously reward-associated stimuli capture attention even when task-irrelevant. Here, we attempted
to extinguish this attentional bias through a devaluation procedure in which the high-value color switched. Attention was biased towards the high-value color compared to other target colors after initial reward
training. Following devaluation, the old high-value color maintained its attentional priority while the new high-value color failed to acquire value-based attentional priority; value-driven attentional capture was
markedly persistent and may have interfered with future reward learning. Further research will explore other possible ways to efficiently extinguishing value-driven attentional priority.

48

Unconscious attentional contagion: Faster breakthrough into awareness for faces with dilated pupils | Clara Colombatto & Brian Scholl | One of the most important properties we can perceive when viewing another
person is not just where they are attending, but whether they are attentive (vs. distracted) in the first place. Are such cues prioritized in visual processing, even outside of conscious awareness? To find out, we
explored the perception of pupil dilation — a downstream consequence of attentional engagement. Faces with dilated (vs. constricted) pupils broke through continuous flash suppression faster — even controlling
for lower-level visual factors. This shows how visually subtle signals can be prioritized (in a form of unconscious attentional contagion) when they are socially powerful.

50

Does shifting attention influence numerical processing? | Andrew Clement, Alexandra Moffat, & Jay Pratt | Previous evidence suggests that viewing numbers can produce spatial shifts of attention. Here, we
investigated whether shifts of attention can influence numerical processing. Participants viewed leftward or rightward peripheral cues followed by small or large numbers, then judged the parity or magnitude of the
numbers. For parity judgments, both cue direction and number magnitude facilitated spatially compatible responses. For magnitude judgments, only cue direction facilitated spatially compatible responses. In both
cases, cue direction did not influence numerical processing. These findings suggest that numbers and space may share a stronger representation at the response level than at the attentional level.

52

Multivariate decoding of visual working memory load from the human EEG signal | William Thyer, Kirsten C. S. Adam, Edward Vogel, & Edward Awh | Univariate signals from EEG provide robust tracking of WM load.
However, they require averaging of dozens or hundreds of trials per condition. We propose that multivariate analysis of EEG voltage topography may provide higher sensitivity than univariate signals, enabling
tracking of WM storage loads at the level of single trials. Using this multivariate decoding method, we found robust tracking of memory load even while balancing visual stimulation across set size conditions.

54

Meaning in visual working memory: Object's meaning increases capacity as well as proactive interference | Roy Shoval & Tal Makovski | Several visual working memory studies revealed large memory capacity and
large proactive interference when images of real-world objects were tested. To test the involvement of long-term memory in these effects, we compared the memory performance of meaningful real-world objects
and a distorted version of these objects that kept their visual distinctiveness while eliminating their meaning. The results of three experiments revealed a large capacity and a proactive interference effect only for the
meaningful objects. Hence, long-term memory, and not merely the visual distinctiveness of the stimuli, is improving memory performance in the absence of proactive interference.

56

How are illusory objects represented in visual working memory? | Elliot E.C. Ping, Lisa M. Heisterberg, Ayala S. Allon, & Andrew B. Leber | Illusory objects can be used to improve visual working memory (VWM)
performance (Allon, et al., 2018). Here, we ask whether this results from reduced storage demands on VWM. We recorded EEG while subjects completed a change-detection task with 1 item, 3 items forming an
illusory Kanizsa triangle, or 3 non-Kanizsa arranged items in the memory display. VWM storage was assessed via the contralateral delay activity (CDA). CDA amplitudes for the illusory condition were lower than those
of the non-Kanizsa condition but greater than the 1-item condition, suggesting that illusory objects confer reduced storage demands in VWM.

58

Training leads to an increase in visual short-term memory of novel objects without development of holistic processing | Amanda C. Killian | In this study we used a training paradigm to examine if holistic processing
plays a causal role in the differences between experts’ and novices’ VSTM abilities. Novices were trained to individuate greebles over six sessions. Despite consistently high accuracy scores on greeble individuating
tests, no significant behavioral development of holistic processing nor configural sensitivity (inversion effect) was observed at any of the time points. In contrast, a significant increase in Cowan’s K was found after
training. These results provide little evidence that the increase in the VSTM capacity was mediated by a shift to a holistic processing.

60

Do physiological cues mediate the influence of emotion on memory predictions? | Evan Edward Mitton, Michelle Dollois, & Christopher M. Fiacconi | Judgments of learning (JOLs) are predictions regarding the
likelihood of remembering newly learned information on a later memory test, and are thought to derive from cue-based inferences. Here, we examined whether emotional cues guide JOLs through an experiencebased (EB) mechanism by measuring physiological changes and JOLs to neutral and negatively-valenced pictures. Consistent with an EB mechanism, both skin conductance responses (SCR) and JOLs were higher for
negative pictures, and critically, changes in SCR partially mediated this effect of emotion on JOLs. Thus, both EB and theory-based mechanisms likely contribute to the effect of emotion on JOLs.

62

Improving facial recognition using variance in emotional expressions | R. Chandler Krynen, Michael McBeath, & Jacob Price | Our work examines how an unfamiliar face becomes familiar. Our participants trained to
recognize an actor given a sustained image or brief views of 15 photos of the actor’s face using stimulus sets designed to test three theories: exposure length, vantage variance or emotional valence variance.
Following training, participants then judged similarity of test faces to the trained faces using photos from natural settings containing either familiar or unfamiliar lookalike photos. We found that the condition in
which participants were trained in varied emotional expressions resulted in significantly higher accuracy rates compared to the other two training conditions.

64

Chinese beauty mask: Three-Forehead and Five Eyes—Configural processing and facial attractiveness | Jia Lin & Guomei Zhou | Human face processing has been attributed to configural processing. In this study we
explored whether human is sensitive to second-order configurations when perceiving facial attractiveness. By referring to a traditional Chinese aesthetic theory ——Three Forehead and Five Eyes (TFFE), we
generated a series faces that differed in spacing between facial features. Two-alternative forced choice task and rating task were adopted to assess attractiveness and consistent results were obtained: faces which fit
the TFFE Chinese beauty masks were selected or evaluated as most attractive, indicating that people use configural processing when perceiving attractiveness.

66

The spatial resolution of object discrimination across echolocation and touch | Michael Ezeana, Caroline Dacus, David Whitney, Santani Teng, & Amrita Puri | Active echolocation, which involves emitting vocalizations
and using the reflected echoes to represent the environment, is used by some blind individuals as a navigation strategy. In the current study, blind expert echolocators performed above chance in discriminating
objects tactilely after echoic examination, suggesting cross-modal retention of object information. Next, we will conduct an analogous visual-tactile task in which sighted participants use touch to discriminate objects
after first viewing them at varying eccentricities. Comparing accuracy on the visual and echolocation tasks will reveal the relative spatial resolution of echo- and vision-based object perception.

68

The influence of mood congruency of audiovisual information in films on subjective impression | Xinyue Zhang & Michiko Asano | In filmmaking, background music can either be congruent or incongruent with the
mood of the corresponding scene. We investigated how such congruency of audiovisual mood affects cinematic immersion. In addition to the subjective intensity of immersion and emotions after viewing the
audiovisual stimuli, we also measured the degree of time distortion during the viewing. Results showed that the main effect of visual mood was significant for immersion and absorption, while there was no significant
effect for time distortion. This suggested that cinematic immersion was induced by the negative visual stimuli, and it did not relate to time perception.

70

Audiovisual integration capacity modulates as a function of illusory visual contours, visual display circumference, and sound type | Jonathan M.P. Wilbiks, Antonina D.S. Pavilanis, & Dominic M. Rioux | We examined a
number of factors that were expected to modulate audiovisual integration capacity. Experiment 1 employed illusory polygons, revealing an increase in audiovisual capacity, even in an absence of visual connections.
Experiment 2 examined the effects of different sound types (sine tones; white noise) and spatial visual field sizes on the capacity of audiovisual integration. Results indicate that capacity is greatest when stimuli are
presented in a smaller circle alongside a sine tone, or in a larger circle alongside white noise. This suggests that audiovisual integration capacity is dependent on the combination of sound type and visuospatial field
size.

72

Does the Ideal Observer Model predict the slant perception of stereoblind people? | Yang Pin, Chen Zhongting, & Jeffrey Allen Saunders | People with normal stereoacuity combine stereo and monocular cues for 3D
perception. However, about 10% of the population are stereoblind and it is yet not known whether stereoblind people change their use of monocular cues in perceiving depth. We investigated this question by
comparing the performance of stereoblind observers (N=24) and stereo normal observers (N=24) in discriminating and estimating slants of textured surfaces. No evidence was found that stereoblindness resulted in
adaptive changes in use of texture information for 3D perception, suggesting a shared mechanism of slant from texture across groups.

74

Comparing confusions in humans and state-of-the-art deep convolutional neural networks | Ling Lee Chong, John Clevenger, Dhruv Diddi, Zhiyuan Wang, Min Jin Chong, & Diane Beck | Deep Convolutional Neural Nets
(DCNNs) now categorize objects so accurately that they rival human performance. We compared DCNN and human confusions on the same 2AFC task (i.e. which of two objects was in the scene). DCNNs were
particularly driven by context producing 6 times as many confusions among objects from the same context as other types of confusions, whereas humans only produced twice as many within-context confusions.
These differences disappeared when the context was removed and the object was placed on a noise background. Overall, error patterns between humans and DCNNs were only weakly to moderately correlated.
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When it all falls down: Individual differences in physical prediction abilities | Alex Mitko & Jason Fischer | Engaging with our everyday environments continually demands that we anticipate the physical behaviors of
objects and act accordingly. To what degree are our physical inference abilities separable from other aspects of cognition? Here, we used an individual differences approach to study the relationship between
intuitive physics and spatial reasoning. Participants predicted how an unstable tower of blocks would topple, and additionally performed two spatial manipulation tasks. We found highly reliable individual variability
in physical prediction performance that could not be fully explained by the spatial measures. These findings hint that physical prediction may in part draw on specialized mental resources.
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Position estimation illusions in visualized data: Underestimation, overestimation and perceptual pull | Cindy Xiong, Cristina R. Ceja, Casimir J.H. Ludwig, & Steven Franconeri | In visualized data, position (i.e., the vertical
height of a line) is the most precise way to encode information. Here we show that, despite this precision, position encodings can actually produce systematic biases. In displays with a single line or set of bars,
reports of average positions were significantly biased, such that line positions were underestimated and bar positions were overestimated. In displays with multiple data series (i.e., multiple lines and/or sets of bars),
this systematic bias still persisted, and in addition, the average position estimate for each series was ‘pulled’ toward the other.
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Contrast sensitivity as a function of dietary intake of lutein and zeaxanthin | Steven R. Holloway & José E. Náñez, Sr. | We examined lutein and zeaxanthin dietary intake (LZ) on participants’ contrast sensitivity and
glare disability, with and without blue-light blocking glasses that are similar in color to macular pigment (MP) and may serve a similar function. Data show an interaction between low LZ and high LZ participants
insofar as higher contrasts were more difficult to discern for the low LZ group but easier for the high LZ participants. Surprisingly, blue blocker glasses reduced contrast scores for low LZ participants. This may be due
to low MP being unable to mitigate light scatter produced by the glasses.
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Insight into objects’ function biases perception | Dick Dubbelde & Sarah Shomstein | Recognition of manipulable objects (tools) engages dorsal stream regions more than non-tool recognition. We hypothesize this
asymmetry is driven by top-down feedback that biases processing differently dependent on object identity. A flicker detection paradigm, suited to the temporal resolution of the dorsally-biased magnocellular
processing, and a gap detection paradigm suited to the spatial resolution of the ventrally-biased parvocellular processing, were utilized. A non-tool advantage was observed in gap detection which depends on object
identity and is diminished with magnocellular suppression, demonstrating perceptual differences in object recognition arising from differential recruitment of the two processing streams.
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